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1.0 Introduction 

Traditionally application frameworks use vaPutSurface for rendering and this interface 
exclusively relies on LibVA. The open-source (OTC) media stack, which includes open-
source LibVA/i965 VA driver, is efficient in implementing this interface.  

However, the vaPutSurface implementation on the Internet of Things media stack 
(referred to as the IoT media stack) uses LibVA staging/iHD VA driver, which is not 
optimized for rendering and may result in performance/quality issues. 

For details on the IoT media stack, refer to 
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/embedded/products/apollo-
lake/documentation.html. 

A possible solution to this problem is to use the vaPutSurface interface provided by the 
open-source components (LibVA/i965 VA driver) for rendering and use the IoT media 
stack components (LibVA staging/iHD VA driver) for Encode, Decode, and VPP 
functionalities. This has been the approach on previous platforms. 

However, having both the open-source and IoT media stack components (LibVA/VA 
driver) on the same stack not only makes the overall media stack bulky but also makes 
the implementation more cumbersome. 

To address this problem, Intel has enabled the X11 DRI3/Present interface. This 
interface does not rely on LibVA. Instead it uses LibXCB interfaces for rendering 
services, thus de-coupling the media processing stack (LibVA/VA driver) from rendering 
services. 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the DRI3/Present X11 
interfaces that have been newly implemented using Intel® Media SDK for the Yocto 
Project* running on the Intel Atom® E3900 SoC family.   

Using this new implementation, the video rendering stack is decoupled from the video 
Encode, Decode, and VPP stack, making it suitable for use cases that need smooth 
rendering (such as Video wall, Video Composition). This implementation also reduces 
the size of the middleware in the overall IoT Media stack. 

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/embedded/products/apollo-lake/documentation.html
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/embedded/products/apollo-lake/documentation.html
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1.2 Terminology 

Table 1. Terminology 

Term Description 

DMA Direct Memory Access 

DRI Direct Rendering Infrastructure 

GEM Graphics Execution Manager 

IoT Internet of Things 

OTC Open-source Technology Center 

VPP Video Post Processing 

1.3 Reference Documents 

Table 2. Reference Documents 

Document Document 
No./Location 

IoT media stack on Yocto Project for Intel® Atom™ 
E3900 SoC Family  

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/
en/embedded/products/apollo-
lake/documentation.html  

BKC for the Yocto Project* http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/
en/embedded/products/apollo-
lake/software-and-drivers.html  

1.4 Acknowledgments 

The author would like to acknowledge the contributions of Kin Yew Lee, Software 
Engineer, Intel’s Internet of Things Group (IOTG), in this white paper.  
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2.0 Definition and Implementation 

The third iteration of the Direct Rendering Infrastructure is known as DRI3.  

DRI3 consists of two different extensions, the "DRI3" extension and the "Present" 
extension. Following is a brief outline of these extensions. (Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_Rendering_Infrastructure.) 

2.1 DRI3 

The main purpose of the DRI3 extension is to implement the mechanism to share direct 
rendered buffers between DRI clients and the X Server. 

DRI clients allocate and use GEM buffers objects as rendering targets, while the X 
Server represents these render buffers using a type of X11 object called "Pixmap". 

DRI3 provides two operations, DRI3PixmapFromBuffer and DRI3BufferFromPixmap, 
one to create a Pixmap (in "X Server space") from a GEM buffer object (in "DRI client 
space"), and the other to do the reverse and get a GEM buffer object from an X Pixmap.  

In these DRI3 operations GEM buffer objects are passed as DMA-BUF file descriptors 
instead of GEM names.  

2.2 Present 

DRI3 relies on another extension called “Present” to show the rendered buffers on the 
screen.  

The main task of this extension is to "present" buffers on the screen, meaning that it 
handles the update of the framebuffer using the contents of the rendered buffers 
delivered by client applications.  

Screen updates have to be done at the proper time, normally during the VBLANK 
interval to avoid display artifacts such as tearing. 

Present also handles the synchronization of screen updates to the VBLANK interval. It 
also keeps the X client informed about the instant each buffer is shown on the screen 
using events, so the client can synchronize its rendering process with the current 
screen refresh rate. 

2.3 Implementation of DRI3/Present Using Intel® Media SDK 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 show how the Intel® Media SDK samples have respectively 
implemented the DRI3/Present interfaces. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_Rendering_Infrastructure
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Figure 1. DRI3: xcb_dri3_pixmap_from_buffer 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Present: xcb_present_pixmap 
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2.4 Overall Video Processing and Rendering Stack 

Figure 3. Stack architecture 

 

 

In Figure 3 the red dotted box represents the newly implemented “Rendering stack”, 
which uses X11 DRI3/Present interface. Whereas, the Blue dotted box represents the 
“Encode/Decode/VPP stack”, which includes Intel® Media SDK, LibVA staging, and Intel® 
HD Graphics VA driver. 

2.5 Enable DRI3 and Run Intel® Media SDK Samples  

The DRI3/Present interface is not enabled by default on Intel® Media SDK samples. 
Hence, the samples need to be recompiled to use this interface. The following section 
provides the steps to recompile and run the samples. 

Note: It is prerequisite to enable the IoT media stack on the target platform before 
compiling and running the sample applications. To enable the IoT media stack, refer to 
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the Intel® Media SDK Getting Started Guide in the link to the BKC for the Yocto Project* 
in Table 2. 

 
1. On the target machine, ensure $MFX_HOME is set to the build directory  

 
$ cd /opt/intel/mediasdk/samples/  
$ export |grep MFX_HOME  

 
2. Use “–enable-x11-dri3=yes” during compilation 

 
$ perl build.pl --cmake=intel64.make.release --enable-x11-dri3=yes -build  

 
3. Modify xorg.conf  

 
$ vi /etc/X11/xorg.conf  
Section    "Device"  
Identifier  "Card0"  
Driver    "intel"  
BusID     "0:2:0"  
Screen     0  
+ Option "AccelMethod" "sna"  
+ Option "DRI" "3"  

 
4. Run the decode sample by specifying conversion to RGB4 ("-rgb4" since Present 

Pixmap only supports RGB) and "-r" (for rendering)  
 
$ cd /opt/intel/mediasdk/samples/__cmake/intel64.make.release/__bin/ 
release  
 
$ ./sample_decode h264 -vaapi -hw --i /path/to/elementary/AVC/stream/ -
rgb4 -r  
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3.0 Conclusion 

This white paper provides an overview of the DRI3/Present interfaces and how they 
have been enabled on the Intel® Media SDK for the Intel Atom® E3900 SoC family.   

The primary benefit of the DRI3 Implementation is that it decouples the rendering 
process from the vaPutSurface interface offered by the LibVA/VA driver. This makes it a 
separate lightweight solution for video rendering use cases. 

In addition, using DRI3 the buffer allocation is done using PRIME DMA-BUF file 
descriptor and this buffer could be passed around between processes with zero copy, 
thus making it a low latency video rendering solution. 

For any benchmarking information, contact your Intel representatives. 
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